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To Amber, who always knew I’d be 
writing this one day. 





Ten Years Ago.



Attendance has stayed constant for years, but it feels unusually packed 
this season. They all stand, jittery and excited, weaving in and out of their 
spot in their designated line to take a closer look inside the arena. Not that 
it would help. The floor doesn’t officially drop until everyone has been 
spathed down. Some Blands are more electrified even before their spathe; 
it’s like they can’t wait to jam their embedder into an injector. Multiple peo-
ple skitter from one line to the other, trying to skip multiple spots. One man, 
too old by the peaching look of him, twirls, leaps, and lands with a force 
that should’ve broken his ankles by now. Their dose of the injection lasts 
way long after a Contrive ends. Sometimes it even goes into the next month.
 Sixty lines of Blands surround Prime Arena, with each line consisting 
of roughly 100,000 people, so it takes a long time for everyone to get seated, 
not to mention the screenings and the injections. Prime guards are stationed 
at the 60 entrances around the arena to monitor the injections and perform
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the screenings. Most of these people know the drill, and practically do the 
tasks themselves. A Prime guard with a nail-shaped scar over his bottom 
lip beckoned to a little boy whose look of anticipation is either excitement 
or nerves. He hesitated as he looks up at the guard with bead black eyes, 
unsure of what to do. A closer inspection reveals that the boy’s irises are 
ever so slightly larger than usual, enough to miss it if one isn’t looking for 
it or directly at it. 
 A woman placed her hands around the boy, comforting him. “Go 
ahead. I’m sorry, he’s new. He’s never seen one before.” She pointed down 
to his wrist, which is covered in gauze. He had just recently received his 
embedder. 
 Healthy gray skin, gray hair that almost matches it, and the same 
beady black eyes as her son. This must be his mother. She must have paid 
extra for him to match her. The guard didn’t realize they can purchase such 
features nowadays. They all looked weird anyways. And the same. 
 “It’s okay. We have more newcomers every month. Must be a good 
sign, right?”
 The woman smiled politely. “Must be. Although not so much if they’re 
going to act like these guys.” She beckons over the feverish people, who 
are now close to fist-fighting for a chance to advance just one spot closer. 
She wondered if their parents thought thoroughly went they purchased 
the adrenaline level for their kids.
The Prime guard chuckles and looks down at the little boy, who appeared 
as if he  had never broke eye contact with him. “Come. I promise it’s not as 
long or painful as it looks. It’s pretty cool actually.” 
 His mother motioned him to go forward with a simple tilt of her 
head. “Go, Ari.”
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Ari examined what’s ahead of him. There are mechanisms ob-
structing the entrance way into Prime Arena. A screening plat-
form raised by glinting stone with a floor of glass that looks 
particularly fragile and an injector station stand just a yard 
away from Ari. He stepped forward, hesitant at first, but then 
too eagerly, almost tripping over the platform’s curb. He wid-
ened his eyes and mouth in reflexive surprise, but for a split 
second, he also looked like he had just been caught in trouble. 
He shuffled his right foot uncomfortably as he fearfully looks 
at the guard, but he didn’t seem to notice. 
 Ari closed his eyes the entire time on the platform. Lights 
danced through his eyelids, but in mere seconds, an electronic 
voice chirped at him to step off. The guard beckoned for his 
embedder for the injection station. With his eyes still closed, 
he stuck out his gauze covered wrist to reveal a new embedder, 
the metal still shining. Once the guard finished the injection, 
the boy felt a significantly happier difference. His eyes glazed 
over a little bit, then sharpened as it charged it with eagerness.
 His mother smiled at him with approval. “See, Ari? That 
wasn’t too bad, was it?”
 Ari mirrors his mother ’s ease. “What’s it for, Mommy?”
 She drew in a sharp breath as if he had said something 
out of turn. Thankfully, the guard with the lip scar was kind 
enough not to drag away a ten-year-old. 
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“Well, we try to make the Contrive as fun for you as possible, but bad 

people sometimes sneak bad things that aren’t allowed in our town. We 

still have to follow the rules, you know. So we check for all those kinds 

of bad things so that no one will ever have to touch something danger-

ous like a hair tie or a pen ever again. Okay?”

 Ari stopped vibrating with excitement in his shoes long enough to 

tilt his head. “What’s a pen?”

 “Exactly. Now wait right here while I proceed with your mother. 

Then you’re able to join your father inside.” 

 Once the guard finished with the mother, he stepped aside, reveal-

ing the circular entrance to Prime Arena. Ari and his mother didn’t stop 

to thank the guard; only the upcoming Contrive existed for them. They 

practically ran inside. The Prime guard already moved on to the next 

round of Blands, the next round of screening, the next round of injec-

tions. Only a couple more thousand to go. 

 Ari and his mother find his father eventually. Turns out, twirling, 

leaping, and landing with a force that would snap one’s ankles puts one 

ahead of the line sometimes. Ari’s father has been standing in the back 

orchestra of Prime Arena for an hour, waiting for the rest of his family 

to join him, but he barely seemed to notice them when they finally did. 

Ari was still buzzing with excitement, running down the tight aisle and 

into the prohibited front stage orchestra. The other thing that kept him 

from being fried alive is the other spathed people more crazed than him
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